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The Integrity Roof System™

Hip and Ridge Accessories
Accessory shingles are used to finish  
the hips and ridges of the roof and are 
designed to complement the appearance 
of CertainTeed shingles.

CertainTeed Ridge Vents
CertainTeed Ridge Vents combined  
with sufficient intake vents, such as  
CertainTeed Intake Vents, are the most 
effective ventilation system.

CertainTeed Shingles
High-quality shingles available in a wide 
variety of styles and colors, covered by  
the strongest warranty in the business. 
Flintlastic® roofing products are also  
available for flat roof areas.

Roofers’ Select®  
or DiamondDeck®

High-performance underlayment  
provides a protective water-resistant layer 
over the roof deck and secondary barrier 
against leaks.

WinterGuard®

Waterproofing shingle under layment 
prevents leaks from wind-driven rain  
and ice dams in vulnerable areas. 

Starter Shingles
Starter shingles are designed to work 
specifically with each different type  
of CertainTeed shingle for maximum  
performance.

Starter Shingles
Starter shingles save application time. They’re designed to work specifically with different
styles of CertainTeed shingles for consistent appearance and performance.

• “Hatteras” dual-sealant strips  
at bottom edge for 110 mph 
wind resistance

• Installation is a snap —  
no need to cut tabs off  
expensive shingles

• Provides a straight factory-cut 
eave edge for a clean look

• Excellent as a rake edge for  
increased wind resistance

• Saves time and money

• Required for Hatteras wind  
warranty coverage

Specifications

• 10" x 36”" starter strip

• Dual-sealant strips —  
CertaSeal™ Plus  
Modified Sealant

• Packed 34 pieces  
(102 linear feet) per bundle

 High-Performance Starter
For use with Grand Manor, Highland Slate and Hatteras shingles.

 Presidential Starter
Required for Presidential Shake TL and Presidential Shake shingles.

• Assures Class A fire rating

• Two layers of a straight  
factory-cut eave edge;  
staggered offset for maximum 
water tightness

• Easy to handle and apply

• Available in the entire Presidential 
TL and Presidential color line

• Saves time and money —  
no need to remove tabs from  
expensive shingles

Specifications

• 13-1/4" x 40" starter when 
applied

• Packed 22 pieces (36 linear 
feet of double-layer  
coverage) per bundle

 Swiftstart
Metric starter shingle is designed specifically for use with Landmark Series
shingles. Rather than cutting expensive field shingles to use as starters, you
can save time and money by starting with Swiftstart.

• Code-compliant, meets minimum 2" headlap requirement for  
metric shingles; many competing products do not

• Each 18-piece bundle covers 116 linear feet

• Required to obtain enhanced warranty

From start to finish…
Starter shingles, ventilation 
and hip and ridge caps –  
all designed to  
work with your  
CertainTeed  
shingles



Hip and Ridge Accessories
Accessory shingles are used to finish the hips and ridges of your roof and carry the same warranty 
as the shingles they are applied over. There are a number of options designed to complement the 
appearance of CertainTeed shingles while providing the same level of protection and durability. 

Ventilation
Attic ventilation is an important element of a home’s design and construction.  Effective attic 
ventilation helps prevent attic heat buildup, humidity and ice-dams by continuously moving air 
along the underside of the roof.

CertainTeed® Ridge Vents combined with sufficient intake vents, such as CertainTeed Intake 
Vent, are the most efficient and effective systems you can install.

 Mountain Ridge®

For use with Presidential Shake® TL, Presidential Shake®, Presidential Solaris®,
Landmark® TL and Landmark® Series.

• Easy to separate into three individual  
pieces by folding along pre-cut lines  
(metric product separates into four  
individual pieces)

• Can be double-coursed to accent  
rooflines and enhance overall appearance

• Size and color vary by region

Specifications

• English — 12" x 36", with 5" 
exposure; covers 30 linear 
feet per bundle

• Metric — 13-1/4" x 39-3/8", 
with 5-5/8" exposure; covers 
45 linear feet per bundle

• Algae-resistant

 Shadow Ridge® Accessory
For use with Landmark TL, Landmark Series and Independence.

• For use with Landmark Solaris® 
Gold, Landmark Solaris® Platinum 
and Presidential Solaris®.

• Also available in an impact  
resistant version

Specifications

• Covers 33.75 lineal feet or  
45 lineal feet depending on 
manufacturing facility

 Solaris® Hip and Ridge

Specifications

• 8" Covers 24 linear feet
• 10" Covers 20 linear feet
• 8" exposure

• Blended color and high-profile design

• 5-layer design

• Not available in all areas

 Cedar Crest®

For use with Landmark Series, Presidential® Series, Highland Slate®, Independence® 
and Hatteras®. Also available in an impact resistant version to match Presidential 
Shake® Impact Resistant and Highland Slate® Impact Resistant shingles.

• This stylish, cost-effective, medium-profile ridge accessory will  
upgrade the appearance of any roof line with depth and dimension.

• A perfect frame for your artistry

• Algae-resistant

• Two full layers 
for full protection 
and dimensional 
appearance

Specifications

• Covers 10 linear feet per box

• 12" width for application over standard ridge vents

• 8" exposure

• Algae-resistant

 Shangle Ridge® Accessory
For use with Grand Manor®, Carriage House® and Highland Slate.

Features

•  Designed with an external baffle 
to deflect wind and weather over 
the vent to help protect the attic 
from rain and snow infiltration. 
The external baffle creates low 
pressure over the vent openings 
to “pull” air from the attic

•  Easy installation – has pre-printed 
slot guides for truss or ridge pole 
construction.  Pre-drilled nail 
holes are designed to assure 
proper nailing

•  CertainTeed Ridge Vent is  
pre-formed to a 4/12 pitch, and 
fits pitches from 3/12 to 16/12

•  Limited Lifetime Warranty and  
5-Year SureStart™ Protection

Benefits

•  Works year-round to ventilate 
the attic

•  Provides evenly distributed  
ventilation along the entire  
underside of the roof

•  Slim design for visual appeal

•  Provides a higher volume of  
airflow per square foot of attic 
area than any other fixed-vent 
system

•  Design maximizes airflow 
across the entire underside of 
roof sheathing

•  Changes in wind direction have 
no significant effect on vent 
performance

 Ridge Vents
CertainTeed Ridge Vents install on the peak of the roof, allowing exhaust ventilation all 
along the roofline.  Less than an inch in height, these molded, high-impact copolymer 
shingle-over any of CertainTeed’s ridge vents permit capping of the ridge with shingles 
like the rest of the roof or with enhanced ridge and cap shingles.

•  7" filtered Class A fire rated

•  9" filtered

•  9" filtered Class A fire rated

•  12" filtered or unfiltered

 Rolled Ridge Vent
Independent research and testing have demonstrated that the best performing 
ridge vent, in terms of airflow and weather protection, is an externally baffled  
ridge vent.  We’ve taken that technology and incorporated it into our ridge vents  
in 28-foot rolls.

Features

•  Designed with an external baffle 
to deflect wind and weather over 
the vent to help protect the attic 
from rain and snow infiltration.  
The external baffle creates low 
pressure over the vent openings 
to “pull” air from the attic

•  Built-in ventilating weather tight 
end plugs flexes for different roof 
pitches and protects roof decking

•  CertainTeed Ridge Vent fits 
pitches from 3/12 to 12/12

•  Limited Lifetime Warranty and  
5-Year SureStart™ Protection

Benefits

•  Fast and easy installation –  
internal ribbing adds rigidity  
to make the vent nail gun 
friendly. Roll it out and nail  
it down

•  Prevents the premature  
deterioration of shingles  
and other roofing materials 
caused by inadequate  
ventilation

•  Meets typical roof shingle  
warranty ventilation  
requirements

•  Filtered and Unfiltered

 Intake Vent
CertainTeed Intake Vent provides proper intake ventilation for homes with little or 
no overhang.  It’s a roof-top installed, shingle-over intake vent that can be used to 
supplement existing soffit or under eave vents as well.

Features

•  Designed with internal baffles 
and drainage system along with 
an internal weather filter which 
provides three levels of weather 
protection

•  CertainTeed Intake Vent has a 
minimum 3/12 roof pitch with  
no maximum

•  Limited Lifetime Warranty and  
5-Year SureStart™ Protection

•  3/4" low profile helps it blend in 
with the roof

Benefits

•  Easily installs on the roof’s 
edge

•  Roof-top installation eliminates 
overhead with soffits and  
under-eaves

•  Located tabs on the underside 
of the CertainTeed Intake Vent 
assist with positioning the vent 
over the slot

•  Co-polymer construction

 Slant Back Static Roof Vents
Available in aluminum, galvanized and plastic, these slant back vents are an ex-
cellent performer against weather infiltration, especially on steep slope roofs. Our 
one piece construction reduces the possibility of leaks as well as reduces any 
chance of the unit coming apart.

Features

•  Base and collar designed as one 
piece of material where others 
are rolled formed together

• Fits roof pitches from 3/12 to 
12/12

• Available in 8" and 9" diameter  
of opening

Benefits

•  Large flange for easy  
installation

• Helps extend your roof  
and shingle life• For use with NorthGate® Specifications

• Covers 33.75 lineal feet or 
45 lineal feet depending on 
manufacturing facility

 NorthGate® Hip and Ridge

Mountain Ridge Solaris also available to be used with Landmark Solaris.


